UIL THEATRICAL DESIGN STATE 2021-22 DIVISION I STATE MEDALISTS

SET DESIGN
1ST PLACE  CHLOE WEBB  SEMINOLE HS
2ND PLACE  PAIGE MILLER  MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE HS
3RD PLACE  OLIVIA SIGELA  DECATUR HS
4TH PLACE  JADEN WEST  SNYDER HS
5TH PLACE  CASSANDRA FUENTES  SEMINOLE HS
6TH PLACE  PHILLIP SKINNER  STEPHENVILLE HS

COSTUME DESIGN
1ST PLACE  MARIANA MARTINEZ  LINDALE HS
2ND PLACE  KATELYN THORNHILL  BURNET HS
3RD PLACE  HANNAH PERKINS  EASTLAND HS
4TH PLACE  CHLOE THORBURN  ROBINSON HS
5TH PLACE  TALYSSA GARCIA  ZAPATA HS
6TH PLACE  ANNA HANLEY  SNYDER HS

HAIR & MAKEUP DESIGN
1ST PLACE  PIPER STEPHENSON  ANDREWS HS
2ND PLACE  BLAISELYNN WEDGEWORTH  RIVER ROAD HS
3RD PLACE  ALEXANDRA WEED  MOUNT ENTERPRISE HS
4TH PLACE  MCKENLEE WOOD  VALLEY MILLS HS
5TH PLACE  RUTH MILLER  BROWNWOOD HS
6TH PLACE  HEAVEN ACEVEDO  DUMAS HS

MARKETING DESIGN
1ST PLACE  KATELYN CLARK  MIDLOTHIAN HERITAGE HS
2ND PLACE  CLAIRE LONDENBERG  SABINE PASS HS
3RD PLACE  RACHEL BEELER  LINDALE HS
4TH PLACE  EDWIN FERNANDEZ  CASTLEBERRY HS
5TH PLACE  MADELINE MARKS  HOLLIDAY HS
6TH PLACE  CAROLINE GIANOTTI  FOX TECH HS

GROUP DESIGN
1ST PLACE  PLEASANT GROVE HS  KAYLEE SEXSON, ALYANA GALVAN, SKYLER KEMP, EILIDH MACDONALD
          BRANDON HOLLAND, AVERI CECIL, GILLIAN SAPP, MORGAN PHIPPS
          CATALINA PERRY, JUSTIN TIDWELL, JULIE VALK, ALLIE WILLSON
          EMILY OWEN, HANNAH ALEXANDER, AUDREY SCHNEIDER, SAMANTHA SANDERS
          CARLEE REEVES, ANNA CARREON, AUTUMN STEWART
          ALLIEANNA DURRETT
          TJ ATKINS, MOLLY HARTJEN, GRACE MAY, COLLIN FIELDS
2ND PLACE  BROWNWOOD HS
3RD PLACE  MUNDAY HS
4TH PLACE  THORNDALE HS
5TH PLACE  MOUNT ENTERPRISE HS
6TH PLACE  ARGYLE HS